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to the palm, should be gradually taken to the body, head,
forehead, face, heart, organ of excretion and crovn of the
head. This is Agnisthoma rite. Next follows the sacrifice
Vajapeyaka of sixteen limbs (26—28). In this Atiratra and
Aptoyama are the two optional parts. The soul of the sacri-
fice has seven forms. Intellect, egoism, mind, sound, touch,
form, taste, smell, understanding should be duly assigned
to the fingers and the body. He should assign teeth, and
palms, to head, forehead, mouth, heart navel, organ of ex-
cretion and two feet. These are called eight vyukas or
limbs. A person should assign sentiency, identical with in-
dividual soul, intellect, egoism, mouth, sound, quality, air,
form and taste to the two thumbs. He should gradually trans-
fer them to the left hand through the fore and other fingers
(29-32). Indra exists covering the ten parts of the body,
head, forehead, mouth, heart, navel, organ of excretion, two
knee-joints and two feet (33). He should assign fire between
the two thumbs. Assignment should also be made with the
fore and other fingers. Mind, identical with eleven organs,
ear, skin, eye, tongue, smell, speech, hand, crown of the
head, anus, should be assigned to head, forehead, mouth,
heart, navel, buttock and the two knees (34—35). Male
organ, mind and ears should be assigned to the two thumbs.
Additional assignment should be made to the two thumbs
by eight fingers (36). Head, forehead, mouth, heart, nave!
shouid be assigned to anus, two thighs, shanks, ankles and
feet (37),
Vishnu, Madhubara, Vamana (dwarf) of three footsteps,
Sridhara, Hrisbifcesfea, Padmanabha, Damodara, Keshava,
Narayaaa, Hadhava and Govinda are the names of Vishnu.
He should be invoked everywhere. The thumb, and other
fisgers,two palms, two feet, two knees, waist, head should be
a*s*g»ed 10 bead, crown of the head, waist and knees and feet
(3&—40). Hiere are severally twelve, twenty-five and twenty-
t, egoism, mind, heart, touch, taste,

